The old supposition of solid orbs to support and carry the planets, I
count scarce worth the mentioning; the Earth we see hath no such orb, and
nature itself with all observations of the true motions of secondary planets
and of comets plainly demonstrating the impossibility of any such thing
Nor shall I here mention any of those many and gross absurdities,
which will necessarily follow in all such systems, as attribute to the sun or
fixed stars any of the Earth's natural motions.
But farther to clear the truth from all seeming contradictions; whereas
we see that all corporeal substances appertaining to this our earthly globe do
(proportionably to their quantities) tend downward towards the Earth's center;
let us observe that this comes to pass by the natural magnetic power of the
Earth, attracting its parts, a property common to every one of the planets,
whereby (according to the Creator's will) they become compact bodies, and
do retain their constant form; the Sun also and fixed stars (though of a
different principle) having the like retentive faculty:
And that the air, the clouds, a bird flying, a stone falling from any
height, an arrow or bullet shot or driven any way, and all things else within
the sphere of the Earth's activity (whether otherwise moved or not) do
naturally and exactly follow her annual diurnal motion, for that we the Earth's
inhabitants cannot possibly perceive or be made sensible thereof, any other
way then by such real demonstrations as are here given; we shall exemplify
this in the planets Jupiter and Saturn, whole attendants (at a far larger
distance) do not only keep their constant revolutions about them, but together
with them about the Sun; the like doth our Moon about the Earth, and both
about the Sun. So that by the impulse and universal consent of nature
(whether accidentall motions be annexed or not) all things so near the Earth
do precisely keep the same motion with it.
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